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Grenville Battery was built within the much earlier Maker Heights Redoubt No.4 of 1782. Referred
to in conjunction with the nearby Maker Battery as 'No.4 Redoubt and Maker Battery' its armament
was two 12.5-inch RMLs. The battery was proposed in 1885 and completed in 1887. To the rear of
the battery is a shallow dry ditch and the entrance is accessed over a small drawbridge. The battery
had a cookhouse presumably for the complement of men that manned it and the nearby Maker
Battery.
 
In 1890 the two 12.5-inch R.M.L.s were moved and remounted in Maker Battery. In 1899 Grenville
Battery was remodelled for three 4.7-inch QF guns. These were in place by 1901 and remained until
1927. The battery was abandoned by the M.O.D. in 1948.

The three 4.7-inch emplacements in a line form the sea facing battery. To the east is the barrack block
which closes off the gorge of the fort. The entrance is in the centre accessed with a bridge across the
ditch. The rearward approach to the fort has three embrasures and prepared platforms for lighter
armament.

The Q.F. positions remain with their ammunition stores beneath. The cookhouse is derelict. For many
years the fort was occupied and filled with rubbish and caravans. In 2020 some work began to clear
the fort, barrack block and ditch of accumulated rubbish.
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1887-1890  2 x 12.5-inch R.M.L.s
1899 - 1927  3 x 4.7-inch QF
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